Autonomy Kits

All-in-One Automotive Incident Avoidance System
- Advanced Driving Assistance System (ADAS)
- Driving Behaviour Monitoring
- Vehicle Health Monitoring
- Global Positioning System (GPS)

Driving Autonomous Mover Solutions

The Comprehensive Road Safety Solution
94% of severe road accidents are due to human errors, which can be prevented most of the
time. MooBox is a powerful and advanced incident avoidance system, giving real-time alerts
to drivers to respond to avoid or mitigate accidents through active ADAS. It aids the driver in
improving the driver's driving qualities with driving behaviour monitoring while continuously
monitoring the vehicle's condition with vehicle health monitoring.

Making Driving Safer

ADAS Warning
System

Driver Behaviour
Monitoring

Vehicle Monitoring
System

GPS monitoring

Analyse Data
with One Platform

Built to Reinforce Safe Driving

Urban / Forward
Collision Warning (FCW)

Lane Departure Warning (LDW)

Pedestrian, Cyclist
& Motorcycle Collision Warning

Warns the driver of an imminent
collision with a vehicle in front

Reminds when the driver leaves
the driving lane and not switching
on the signal

Detects and signals the driver of a
close collision with a motorcycle,
pedestrian, or cyclist ahead

Speed Limit Indication (SLI)

Driver Event Detection

Alerts the driver when
exceeded the speed limit

Informs the driver when comfort and
safety are compromised. Some of the
behaviours to prompt:
- Harsh acceleration and braking
- Sharp corning and swaying
- And many more

AI-Based Multi-Faceted Technology
Camera
Continuously detects, classifies, and
records all events during the drive
GPS / LTE
Constantly provides location, velocity
and time synchronisation, and relays
data to the cloud
Display Information Unit
Proactively alerts driver of
potential dangers ahead

On Board Computer
Regularly obtains vehicle status and
information while recording data from
other sources for further analysis

How It Works

Alerts driver to reinforce safe
driving behaviour

Uploads driving behaviour to
cloud for analysis

Preventive Vehicle
Maintenance with Vehicle
Health

Always know where your
vehicles are

Analyses driver’s
driving behaviour

Less Incidents on the road.
Driver / Vehicle Safety can be
assured

MooBox is designed to

Promote Best
Driving Practices

Seamlessly Integrate
and Customise

Be State-of-The-Art

Provides drivers with early
warning of potential
hazards to prevent or
mitigate incidents

All in One system, streamlined
product support and
maintenance

Feature-ready driving
assistance system,
improving your bottomline
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Unified Dashboard – Combines
capabilities of driving behaviour
monitoring, fleet management and
vehicle monitoring system
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Helps Drivers with their driving
habits, ad hoc in the moment, and
long run improvements
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MooVita Pte Ltd
www.moovita.com | info@moovita.com

A fully integrated system with
enhanced safety features

Monitors and logs
Lane Departure Warning,
Collision Avoidance Technology
Warning, Harsh Acceleration/Braking,
Speeding Indicators and more

